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THE UNIT HYDROGRAPH PRINCIPLE APPLIED 
TO SMALi-:- WATER-SHEDS 

.. BYE. F. BRATER,1 JUN. AM. Soc. C. E. 

SYNOPSIS 

T~e unit hydrograph principle was first presented in 1932 by Leroy K. 
Sherman,1 M. Am. Soc. C. E. Since then it has been developed into a usable 
method· for surface run-off analysis. The most notable advance was the 
introduction of the distribution graph and pluviagraph in 1934 by Merrill M • 
. B~~d~• M. 4-In. Soc. C. E. . . 

. Although the method has become quite. generally accepted, the engineers 
and hymologists who have made special studies in this field have suggested that 
farther resea:roh be conducted to determine, more definitelf, the limitations in 
the application of the unit hydrograph. One of the unsettled issues is the 
qu8fi!tion p(its wiefulness on smallstreams. 
· · Jj ia hoi,84 that the present investigation will provide a better understanding · 

.111 ~).;:phenomena involved in the production of a.unit hydrograph. 
· ~]Jjper dem.onstratfls that the unit h:ydrograph principle may be applied to 
: t:c,;, , •tar~~. and that the distribution graphs and pluvia.graphs are 

,r,,;,r,.. .~, ,·;\. ':. : ·.· .· . . . . 
· · · tl$' ft&lye~ of surfaee run-off. The study further indicates 
~J,;" '"•o.•······•: . . .. 9m,ti,. '. J#p~:~thod is one of the best practical devices for pre-
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eteamt.lei· 'cl in. this paper wu conducted to determine 
· · :i;j, applicable _to small streams and, if so, 

ta;~~ ,n&1ysis of surface run-off. 
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The study is based on co~tinuous records of run-off;;;, 
twenty-two small water-sheds by the Appalachian Forest ll '~' - --- 'on.4 
The water-sheds lie in the high rainfall belt of the Southern Appalachians .. 
They vary in area from 4.24 acres to 1 876. 7 acres, and in cover type, from old
growth forest to complete denudation. 

The first part of the investigation was devoted . to the selection of unit 
hydrographs and the preparation of distribution graphs on the twenty-two 
streams: · The method of selecting the unit hydrographs from the discharge 
records of the water-sheds is presented, with a general consideration of the 
principles involved in the selection. The various factors to be considered in the 
separation of surface run-of{ from ground-water flow are discussed, and a. 
method of procedure for making this separation on hydrographs from small 
streams is suggested. Distribution graphs were derived from each of the unit 
hydrographs, and the graphs from each stream were superimposed upon one 
another to permit the selection of a composite distribution graph for the stream. 
A detailed study was made of the rainfall that produced the unit hydrographs 
for the purpose of determining more definitely the conditions that govern the 
formation of such graphs. 

The second part of the work consists Qf some applications of the distribution 
graphs for the purpose of further testing the adequacy of the theory, and to 
indicate the :value of the unit hydrograph as a tool in the analysis of run-off 
phenomena. The composite distribution graphs were analyzed for the purpose 
of disclosing any correlations between the shapes of the distribution graphs, 
especially the peak. percentages and· the widths of bases, with the physical 
characteristics of the water-sheds. The distrioution graphs of three of the 
streams were then utilized in the construction of pluviagraphs for comparison 
with actual hydrographs of run-:0ff. The pluviagraph studies led logically to a 
consideration of surface run-off coefficients. Finally, a method is submitted for 
the tise of the unit hydro~aph principle as a practical method of predicting 
surface run-off. · 

B.UIC DATA 

The investigation is based on rainfall and discharge records. collected 
continuously for periods varying ·from two to three years. Fifteen of the 
twenty-two water-sheds are. forested, two are void of all vegetation, and the 
l'.tlmain.der have varying types of vegetative coyer. They are situated in three 
~~ experimenW ar~, the streams of each group being designated by the 
name ofthe experimental area iogether wiih their number within the area. 

: -·;,i:~ of #he J~iona.~Th~ fiist group of seven installations is in 
_.ij-'~the ~nt -~ Experimental Fqrest )Vhich is about_ ll·miles south ·of_ 
· · ·· · lf ,, O.. l'our of th• ~ fo~ and one is & mixture of forest and 

· · - · · · ._ i~n~,_-lril~~ the ~er t;w:9 ~ ~-grazed pasture aµd 
,Tlif ~,ot' Bent,Cnlek and-the other two experi-.· , -iif'.~r-i.j:: !. ~-: 

' .· .· s.m.. ~i of Agrioulture, .Aahe
:l'-1a cm M-oa11tam .Svea11111t by Riobard A; 'iiNiflliiii;(i• 1989, p. 487); ·. -
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Stream.No. 

Bent Creek 1 

· Bent Creek 2 

Bent Creek 3 

Bent Creek 4 

Bent Creek 5 and 6 
Bent Creek 8 
Copper Basin 1 

and2 

Copper Basin 3 
and 4 

Copper Basin 5 
and 6 · 

Coweeta 1 t9 9 

UNIT HYDROGRAPH 

Deecription 

Forest; oak-chestnut type; a high percentage of 
old-growth timber; the forested areas were 
heavily settled and farmed prior to 1900; no 
large-scale lumbering operations have been 
undertaken on this area except for cutting and 
clearing on the individual farms. Scattered 
areas were burned from time to time, prior 
to 1926. 

Forest; two-thirds of the standing trees, in
cluding all non~commercial trees, were cut in 
the winter of 1930-1931; heavy skidding 
operations at that time greatly depleted the 
litter layer. 

Over-grazed pasture and abandoned old fields; 
sheet erosion well advanced. 

Approximately 50% forested, and 50% culti-
vated land and abandoned old fields. 

Forest; second growth of the oak-chestnut type. 
Abandoned old fields; eroded. 
Forest·orthe oak-chestnut type; this region has a 

relatively thin layer of soil, underlain by shales 
and sandstone. 

Grass-land; sheet erosion and some gullying in 
progress. 

No cover; top-soil completely removed and · 
terrain deeply gullied. · 

The primary vegetation of all the Coweeta water
sheds is second-,-growth forest of the oak
chestnut type, with scattered areas (less than 
25% of the whole) of old-growth timber. The 
entire area was lumbered commercially as long 
ago as 1919 . 

. 
, /1 --lsohyetal I.Ines 

. Boundary al Salrlhem 
---Appalaclllan Mciuntalns 
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TABLE 1.-DESCRIPTION OF WATER-SHEDS IN 'l'B.E -APPALACHIAN REGION 

(FIGURE 1) 

DI8C1UBGE, DI Ex.mv.a.TIOlf DtBCBABOJC, IN ELmVATION 
ABOVII 811A ABOVJII SEA CtrllIC.FJ:IIT Lrn!L CUllIC F'lll,or Lzv:a:i. l'U SSCOl'l'D l'EB SlllCOl'l'D 

1'lllB SqUABII: (ATLA.NTIC 
1'111B SQUABII (ATLANTIC 

MIJ.111 DAflJM), Mn.a DATUM), 
Area, DI Fll:ft ~. tN Fm:r 

Stream Stream 
No. 

- in 
No. m 

aores acres 
Masi-· Masi-

Maxi- Mini- mum Maxi- Mini- mum 
mum mum Weir of mum mum Weir of 

water- water-
abed shed 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) - (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

(&) BlllNT CBslilE W .t.TlllB-S&lDD& (b) CoWDn'A W ATJtB-8DDS (COMfluecl) 

l 48.6 ,1:5:· 0.075 2~ 2450 6 21.88 66.28 0.25 2 30()$ 2650 
2 17.3 M.3 0.055 2 020'" 2.680 7 145.;l5 37.12 0.7-1 2 400"' 3491 
3 10.78 335.0 0.125 2000- 2150 8 1876.7 57.76 0.75 

21 
5097 

4 .- 773.95 38.2 0.189 .... t 9 1787.9 67.58 0.72 2250 4887 
5. 90.4 '61.1 0.06 2 aso- 3100 10 212.3 36.67 0.87 24 3600 
6 71.5_ 68.3 0.23 2 40()0' 3100 
8 lll.25 188.3 . .... 21~ .2220 

(c) CoPPlllH BASIN W ATD-8&:a:o&. 

.. (b) CoWUTA. WATEB-8DI>a 
1 19.0 144.4 0.005 1632* 1947 
2 88.7 164.0 0.14 . 1 635" 2 492 

1 38,77'. ·u.60 0.35 . 2SOO- 3250 3 6.0 832.0 0.00 l 528• 1645 
2 30.78 5,U5 -0.11 2360" 3 314 4 6.7 1 094.7 0.16 1654* 1698 
4 10.18 83.03 0.29 -:~ 3000 5 15.6· 1263.2 0.04 · 169gJ 1821 
5 4.24 88'.99 0.81 2'1i00 .6 4.7 , 1433.9 · Q.00 1 71 l '817 

.·, 
' .. 

* lticht..ucle, V-n~ •. t 5-ft trapesoid. i 1~ trapesoid. I 120° Vrootcb. g 3.5-ft tral)e~oid • 

. O,W~ta Experimental Forest (see Table l(b)) is about 15 miles.south of 
Fcfan.klin, N. C., and 6 miles p.orth of the Georgia State line. The two larger 
}Y&ter~ede of this group (Stream No. 8 and Stream· No·. 9) include the entire 
J~rimen$al area. All of the .0th.era: lie within the. boundaries of .thes.e two. 
!ni~.ell~.,.iea ja oo:v.el'ecl with seeond-growth forest. 
:a- ~ ~-,e,,naining:: six. wa~-sheds are m the southeast comer of Tennessee, 

. Mthti{6r"'.n~ the area know.Ji as UM, Copper Basin (see Table l(c)). - This 
regi<>n c.derivea its na.me fr<>ni 'the copper-~g and smelting activities in 

-,.. cci~Pt'rlµll and .l)u.cktown, Tenn., about\rnich~the. ~ centers. The Copper 
,:~-~~ Qf:iJ>Prrixltnately_S,eq mµe& of completelr denuded land sur
. ~ .. ~ "~e:o! ~4 ~~.()(.wlw,ili-hl ~- S(l Ii>.&& .. _ The denuda

-. ,.:.;, ,~'•t•~~lcb:f ~:_9ie.Ja.r~ ~;l>lit~ principaldamagpig factor 
· · -- · -· -·ae -'" -~~tu•~m 1~ ~"-;~~'q,en,~ methodor 

. ': ~:$,h~-~~~-area is dee~y·~·e'} ~~~:is ·w~ed away. 
· ·' ha,,Amffered;,ltoii{~. ~ · '" :Ji stages of gtiil . ~:~·· :~~~:~.t;AE 

. --~'tihe: . .. ,rere ~d 

·.&R.;;;,1fj~:;7;~~ai,;T.;.,. ...... dam, 

,7. 
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which was extended to rock bottom in all cases. Stilling basins behind iill the . 
weirs were more than adequate to satisfy requirements for proper ~traction 
of the jet and for reducing the velocity of approach to a negligible qttantitj{, 
The type of weir used in each case is indicated by footnotes in Table l. . ' · 

Rainfall was measured by means of standard Weather Bureau rain gages, 
with a smaller number of recording gages. There were twenty-seven si~ndard 
rain gages and five recording gages on the Bent Creek water-sheds; twenty-three 
standard and six recording gages on the Copper Basin water~sheds, and sixty
three standard ·and· six recording gages on the Coweeta water-sheds. Con
sidering the total area of all the water-sheds, the average area per rain gage was 
thirty-seven acres. The gages were arranged to give the best possible sample, 
taking into account aerial distribution, elevation, and aspect. The average 
precipitation was computed by the Thiessen method.5 

THE PREPA·RATION OF UNIT HYDROGRAPHS AND DISTRIBUTION thiA:eus 

The principle underlying the unit hydrograph method may be stated briefly · 
as follows:• For any water-shed, the surface run-off resulting from a unit storm · 
is distributed, according to time, in a characteristic manner, and this distribu
tiotf is independent of the intensity of the rainfall. 

A unit st()rm is a rain of an intensity sufficient to produce surface run-off 
which occurs within ~e period .of rise of the hydrograph. The period of rise is 
the timefrom the beginning of surface run-off to the occurrence of peak discharge. 

Definitions.-,-Since the terminology that is applied to thi!;J phase of hydrology 
is not entirely uniform, the following terms are defined according to their U1j1Lge 

. in this paper. . · 
Surface Run-Off.-That portion of tl;te precipitation which reaches the 

stream by means of overland ftow; . 
- -Pffl"iod of-Suna~ Run-Oft-The time intervening between the appearance 

:or. surfa~" rwa..off at. the gaging station and the time when all surface run-off . 
. h~fl>~ flm fftatioti. . The period· of surface run-off is equal to the period -of 
_over~d low· plus the time required for the remaining channel· storage, derived 
from overland ftow, to J)888 the gaging station. . 
.. · ·· 11eifoo: ofl&e~:..::.The time intervenmg between the beginning of surface run
off and thti,oc~nce of the peak.discharge. 
. :(nfiltration' Qapaeijy.-The maximum rate at which a given soil, when in a 

givenirondi~o~'. Cari absorb falling rain, T ·. 

·:·.~ ~i'R1n1i0fr Coaflicient~-.::The percentage of the total rainfall on a 
· ...... · · ••· ':· ·:/~'~'at the gagj.ng station as surface r~n-off. .. 
· :,:,: ~~uolated';iiinfall· falling at an intensity greater than the 
· ~tion;~y ud _·-haff?g a· duration equal to or less than the period of 

· ·· _,_;~fs:-'t '.'1:',;;.~ ~ ~~',i;,t.1;,,~. ~~'.:~~'''.~ph of tmrface run-off resulting from a unit . 

- . .,!~~~i'~.-.~r:~-',;1'•··:, _ _.:.:,~-· 
~- ; ::.;:.: - - ? . .., . 
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Distribution Graph.-A graph having a time base equal to that of the unit 
hydrograph from which it was derived and having ordinates that represent the 
percentage of total surface run-off that occurs in certain selected equal time 
intervals. It provides a graphical representation of the characteristic distri
bution of surface run-off from a water-shed. · 

Selection of the Unit Hydrographs.-The first step in the preparation of the 
distribution. graphs was the selection of unit hydrographs from the continuous 
run-off records. The method was to select isolated, clean-cut surface run-off 
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(b) STORM OF JUNE 12, 
1936; STREAM NO. 7, 
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Flo. 2:-TTl'IOAL HYDBOOBAPB8 

-

gt&~ {hat oc:eufted ai a tlme~f low flow (see Fig. 2). If insufficient graphs of 
tJda:na.t~ :;,~re ~vailal>ler those_'which were affected by small rains before or 
a(~,;,~~--~-~~--~· In such a. C8Be the main graph waa separated 

· :ftoinJ .. !!~'°~~ ciareful study.of,the ~on:nal rising or receding sides of 
-· ~ ,. • aU;/C. _'.,• .;~:_fr#J».''.the&ame ~re&Ol._ . _ 

·-·-' ···· · _ , _ _ by. a ~· of knowledge of the type of rains 
:· ·:, ' :~:~ :.-~ 'J!i ~eJight o~ the knowlwge gauied 
_ . . ..... ~iµut atorme from ~lie rainfall records by 
•·•· ,•·••, ·,.'. I -~--~~leil&thantheperiodof 

Jl~~:~==·:O: .,_,-·<1.f~-::.:.~·-·\: ;_ .,-~·:·· -_,· . ,-,.·_:· ·:· -·., :· - '· . . . 
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records occurs when continuous stream-flow records in the form of hydrographs 
are not available. 

The Separation of Surface Run-Off from Ground-W ater.-The second step in 
the preparation of the unit hydrographs was the separation of surface run-off 
from ground-water contribution. Under these ideal conditions (isolated storms 
occurring at times of low flow) this procedure became relatively simple. The 
separation was made first as indicated by Base Line a, Fig. 2(a). A study of the 
ground-water build-up during rainfall later indicated that for most streams a 
base, such as Base Line b, was more nearly correct. In the case of Stream No. 1, 
Copper Basin, distribution graphs were prepared for both sets of base lines and 
it was found that the difference was small. An investigation of the hydrographs 
produced by rains of such intensities that no appreciable surface run-off 
occurred has also indicated that the general shape of the.line separating ground
water from surface run-off is in the nature of Base Line b. · The following two 
considerations lend weight in favor of the accuracy of this observation. 

First, the rate of ground-water contribution depends upon the average slope 
of the water-table at the shores of the stream. Obviously, the ground-water 
elevations adjacent to the stream must rise more rapidly than the stream 
elevations to cause the rate of ground-water inflow to increase during the 
course of surface run-off. This is true in the case of the small water-sheds 
under consideration, where th!l rainfall nearly always covers the entire water
shed. · It seems logical to assume that the maximum rate of ground-water 
contribution (Point 2, Fig. 2(a)) will occur at a time after the elevation of 
the water in the stream has finished its rapid decline, while the adjacent ground
water is still nearly at a lllaximum elevation. This point c;,ccurs near the time 
when overland flow ends, and during that time when the surface run-off at the 
gaging stations consists only of chanriel storage. C • 

Second, _it is inconceivable that the ground-water discharge could vary in an 
erratic-or-jerlty manner. Similarly, _the effect of channel storage cannot be 
thought of as ending abruptly. -It-follows, therefore, that the line of separation 
must be a smooth curve t,mgent to -the actualhydrograph both where it leaves 

. and wbere ihejo~it;' · - -
If~contm.uous records of·ground-water elevations were taken-mconjunction 

with records of water -elevation in the strea:gi, it would be possible to determine 
the enet natunt of this line of separation with considerable.accuracy. 
. -,~ the pi:eeeding comment concerns especially the conditions on small 
:w~ tile i:&m8 ien.eral line of reasoning may be applied to Iarge.r water
· aWll,(;.0~t.vef"iia ,the-lau.., ease, .1JDusual i::91lditi!lns-m&y arise wbichregµite _ · ~-~~:~>~ ~ce, .it:hequellily happens that· r$ ~urs 
-~ , · .. o!a w:111ter~ and misses entireij:\the f.egion where 

· · · ' · .• When~ stream rises at li1ch & llt&tion, ~ 

-~;-1i;fJi 
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from the region in which the rain occurred, and it would be a very extreme case 
if this volume were not more than sufficient to supply the deficiency in the 
lower reaches. It can safely be assumed that, in all cases, the line of separation 
will have a minimum slope of zero and generally: will slope upward during the 
~riod of'overland flow. · 
',;>n the basis of tests by the Appalachian Forest Experiment Station, thus 

far, it may be stated with considerable assurance that the line of separation for 
small water-sheds is a reverse curve of the nature of Base Line b, Fig. 2(a). The 
line is quite definitely fixed by the two points of tangency (Points 1 and 3) and 
by the maximum ordinate (Point 2). 

Generally, even in the case of storms producing overlapping unit hydro
graphs, the point where surface run-off begins (such as Point 1, Fig. 2)" is quite 
definite. 

In the case of the hydrograph shown, the point where surface run-off ends
(namely, Point 3) was selected because at this point the graph :flattens out. 
rather suddenly. Such a point is not always evident and its selection requires 
considerable judgment, Although this poi~t cannot be chosen definitely, the 
maximum time that surface run-off continued after the rainfall ended usually 
may be selected with assurance, as for instance the time from the· peak to 
Point 4, Fig. 2. This information becomes extremely important when applied 
to complicated hydrographs resulting from a series of rains, in which instance 
the selection of this point becomes much more difficult. In cases of this nature, 
studied by the writer, the lengths of base lines determined by different persons 
have varied by as much as 100 per cent. By utilizing the ]mowledg.e gained -
from the unit hydi:ograph, this difference would be more of. the order of 
5 per cent. · 

The high point (such as Point 2, Fig. 2(a)} probably occurs near the end of 
overland flow, or about half-way between the peak of the hydrograph and the 
end of' surface run-off. Until more• quantitative results are available, the 
height of this point must be a matter of judgment based on a study of the flow 
characteristiee of the particular stream. 

The C.~ion· of the Distribution Grapha.-Having separated ground
water from csurfaee rim-off, the unit~hydrographs a're repre&ented by the 
ordinatefi between the line of separation and the actual hydrograph. The unit 
hydrographs, thus· determined were then divided arbitrarily into time intervals, 
au1«r~ '~-~ of ·surtace run-off was determined for each interval. 

. ·•~-'fal~,were'totaJed·and ·the·percentage .of the total occurring during 
:.'-.._lfotflie periods·wu computed., Theresulting percentages are a numerical 
~ • · .'\f .. ll'_,.~ tlle~distribucion graphs. . Time intervals varying from 2.5 min ·. w,,_, ~~""!t'enii~~,the -91:)Ject being to represent ~the shape of the graph src· .... -. - . . immnnurn:of;Jabor. ' ' . 

:··. -; -~:the-magnitude of &he percentages; making ·up a 
-- · · _ •-ijme~llelected. H 7.5-minintervals 

•<• -_,. ~-m~:gi~--. it. is: evident that the 

; .. •-- -.. :1~~~~= 7!te~:.m;:; 
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example, percentages based ,on 15-min periods were divided by 6 to reduce the 
data to a 2.5-min basis. If these results are plotted, they must be spaced at 
15-min intervals, since they represent the average 2.5-min interval for a ~riod 
of 15 min. 

The final step was to superimpose all the distribution graphs for each 
stream as nearly as possible on one another. Figs. 3 and 4 show the resulting 
clusters of characteristic graphs for two of the streams. A composite distri-

T ABLE 2.-DATA FOR DISTRIBUTION GRAPHS 

Inter• Stream Numbers: 

val 1------,,------,-----,--------...-------------.----
No. 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

(a) Bm1T CBu:1t W ATmB•SBJDDS 

7.5 7.5 5.0 7.5 15.0 7.5 5.0 
--------------"----------1-----1----1---

1 
2 

.. a" 
··.r 

6 
6 

7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 u. 
15 
111 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
21 

1.6 
6.0 

i2:s 
(20.4)t 
18.4 
13.0 
10.6 

'o:s 
6.8 
4.4 
3.6 
2.8 
ll.4 
2.0 
1.6 
1.3 
1.1 
0.8 
0.6 
0.4 
0.2 

2.0 
19.0 

(52.0)t 
33.0 

iil:o 
8.0 
6.5 

'.4:5 
3.5 
2.6 
2.0 
1.6 
1.0 
0-6 

111.0 

2.6 · 1.2 
10.9 '-8 

ii;,; ii'.3'. 
~~)t .--u:o 

2.5 
14.0 

4i.ii 
(52.5)t 
15.0 
9.0 
6.0 

·•.s· 
3.0 
-2.0 
1.5 
1.0 
0.li 

1.4 
3.2 

"i;::i 
8.0 

12.0 
17.4 

(18.7)t 
15.2 
9.0 
6.ll 
li.4 
4.6 
3.7 
ll.8 
2.0 
1.4 
1.0 
0.7 
0.li 
0.3 
0.1 

15.0 

0.9 
9.3 

0.4 
7.4 

21.6 
(34.0)t 
25.4 
14.0 

7.0 

4.6 
3.6 
2.8 
2.8 
2.4 
2.0 
1.6 
1.6 
1.2 
0.8 
0.4 
0.4 

7.li 

ai:s is.ii 
(46.8)t (34.2)t 
3lU ao.o 

3.0 10.0 
14.0 19.0 

<~:g)t -is:o 
(80.0)t 

13.0 7.0 
10.0 5.0 
8.IJ 3.5 

·;i:o 2.6 
5.0 2.0 

-4.0 1.5 
3.6 1.0 
3.1 0.5 
2.7 
2.4. 
2.0 
1.6 
1.3 
1.0 
0.8 
0.11 
0.6 
0.3 
0.1 

lli.0 

ao 
27.6 

(42.ll)t 
28.7 

i.:i 
·o:o 
li.9-
3.7 · 
2.0 
0.7 

•·:•I 

lli.0 

0.6 
3.4 

'ii:. 

30.0 

0.5 
5.7 

ia:. 

30.0I 

oo:s 20:li i:6:i 
(21.5)t (2ll.l)t (28.6)t 
19.6 17.7 ~-3 

i•:i 
. 10.0 

11.8 
'-G 
8.11 
2.li 
2.0 
1.11 
1:.2. 

kf u 
o;a 
'0.2 
0.1' 

ia:. i•:6 
_9.7 9.7 
7.2 li.9 
4.7 U 
3.2 2.6 
2.0 1.6 
1.1 0.8 
0.6 .0.3 

·••'• 

10 

15.0 

1.8 
6.4 

iii::i 
.1- •• 

17.8 

2i>:o 
(21.0)t 
15,2 
11.3 
7.0 
3.8 
2.5 
1.5 
0.5 
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TABLE 2.-(Continued) 

~1 St.ream Numbers: · 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
No. 

8 9 10 

(c) CoPnB BABIN W ATJm-SHlllDB 

~- 7.5t 15.0 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 
--·1---1---t---l"-----------

l 0.7 0.6 0.1 1.5 0.3 0.8 
2 1.9 3.4 0.2 4.6 1.0 3.5 
3 5.6 7.8 0.6 27.4 2.6 16.5 

i-i:o ·s.ii (37.5)t (():o 4 9.4 12.9 4.1 
.. i,' iil:2 io:o ·s.a· (56.0)t 

15.6 24.0- 19.8 
.. s· 20::i 

(20.2)t (34.8)t ia:1 16.0 24.0 8.7 8.9 
. _·,;· (21.0)t 

ii:«i ·1:i ii.75 14.0 10.1 3.8 
8 8.7 8.2 7.4 6.1 15.25 1.1 
9 5.7 6.2 6.2 4.8 18.6 0.5 

'io' ·a:s (20.0)t 
4.4 4.4 5.2 16.1 0.2 

11 3.7 3.2 4.0 2.8 11.56 0.1 
12 3.0. 2.2 3.1 2.6 2.8 
13 2.3 1.4 . 2.5 1.7 0.5 
14 1.7 1.0 1.5 1.2 0.2 
15 1.4 0.6 0.9 1.0 0.1 
16 0.9 0.2 0.6 0.9 0.05 
17 0.5 0.4 0.8 
18 0.2 0.35 0.7 
19 0.3 0.6 
20 .... 0.25 · 0.4 
21 0.2 0.2 
22 0.1 
23 0.05 

. • T - time interval, in minutes. t Peak percentages are shown in parenth.!aee. 
i See Fig. 4. t See Fig. 3. 

bution graph was then chosen for. each case. This was done either by selecting 
one .of the individual graphs as representing an average, or by drawing an aver
age graph through the cluster and taking the percentages from it. The latter 
process involves a trial-and-error procedure in order to produce a total of 100 
per cent. Numerical values of the composite distribution graphs are listed in 
Table 2. 

Characteristics of the Distribution Graphs.-An examination of the twenty
two sets of distribution ~aphs similar to Figs. 3 and 4 showed that there was a 
close agreement amcmg the graphs in each group. Furthermore, 'for any 
stream, the shapes of the graphs were singularly individualistic. The adherence 
to the characteristic shape for•each of the streams appears to .be much closer 
than i1f the:case ofstreanµ, draining larger,.,water-sheds. 

· The rainfallTil,l'led: consi<l8J'aply within the individual clusters of ·graphs. 
F9r ela•ple-{Be4>:Ta~le 3), unit ·hydrographs selected for Coweeta 9 were 

·. . .• • ":·. 0:tJpja.j'!'s ~ fri)IQ. Q.5l in. to 2.72 ·in., those of Coweeta 5 by 
.-~ ·•·· ·: · · · · Wm. to l.69 in., and those of Bent Creek 1 varied from 

•'.:_:-;-•~.~_,~•-!;~~/ ;~:~~~~~~ ... -:.-.>.'.:z..I:.~ ~~•• ••~c/.:;, ~ • • • • • ,.•• • 
- .·' .•c, ·· --~; milt \ydtogn.phs _ alao vari~ widely within the 

.. :.;-~e;''~pe&k,disebarges varied from 9-to 95 cu ft 
'":-::-_--:'" ··-=-;-.. --,. ,_-. ·· .. ' .4~-- .. ---- ' - :· • 
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per sec in the unit hydrographs used for Coweeta 9 and, in the case of Bent 
Creek 3, the peak discharge varied from 1.9 to 13.0 cu ft per sec. 

The duration of each· of the rains used in preparing the distribution graphs 
and the period of rise for ea.ch stream a.re given in Table 3. The period of rise 
corresponds approximately to the time of-concentration in the so-called rational 
formula. The latter is usually defined as the time required after the beginning 
of rainfall for run-off to reach the point of concentration from the m.ost distant 
point on the water-shed. These studies indicate that a somewhat different 
conception must be given to this time interval. 

A careful study of Table 3 in conjunction with the corresponding distribu
tion graphs will show that the peak discharge appears at approximately the 
same time after surface run-off starts, regardless of the duration or magnitude 
of the rainfall. Nearly every set of graphs provides illustrations of this. For 

TABLE 3.-DESCRIPTION OF THE RAINS THAT PRODUCED DISTRIBUTION 

GRAPHS SIMILAR TO FIGURES 3 AND 4 

Total Dure.tion Tote.I Dumtion 
De.te of storm• ra.i,!ifall, of re.in- De.te of storm* re.h,ife.ll, of re.in-

m fall, in m fall, in 
inchea minutes inchea minutes 

(1) (2) (3) (1) (2) (3) 

(e.) BIINT Cx1111:g WATER-8:Bli:D 

Stream No,•l; P • 22 min: Stream No. 4; P • 45 min: 
August 22, 1935 ........... 1.22 August 29, 1936 ........... 0.71 25 
July 1, 1936 ............... 0-75 20 September 20, 1936 ........ 0.44 15 
July 2, 1936 ........••.•.•. 1.44 30 September 29, 1936 ..•..... 0.69 30 
July 20, 1936 .•............ 0.51 20 
September 20, 1936 .•••.... 0.95 20 Stream No; 5; P - 30 min: 

July 2, 1936 .............. 2.04 30 
St.ree.m No. 2; P • 15 min: September 20, 1936 ..•..... 1.02 70 

July 20, 11136 .............. 0.50 20 
Aqguat 6, 1936 ............ 0.58· 20· Stream No. 6; P • 12 min: 
AugU11\ 71, 1936 ........... 0,81 20 August 23, 1935 ........... 1.38 50 
September 20; 1036 ......•. 0.37 15 July 2, 1936 .............. 2.22 30 
8eptemher 29, 1936 •••..... 0.66 30 September 20, 1936 ........ 0.85 70 

Stream No. 3; P • 12 min: Stream No. 8; P • 20 min: 
· July 2, 1936;., ............ 1.03 20 June 7, 1936 .............. o.74 20 
Jub6, 1936 ............... 0.M 15 July 1, 1936 .............. 0.63 20 
July 23, 1936 .............. 0.41 30 July 6, 1936 .............. 0.64 15 
Auaun 10, 1936 ........... ua 20 July 20, 1936 ............. 0.63 20 

(b) CoPPU BA8D1 W ilml-8mm 

Stream No. 11 P • 38 min: StreaJD No. 4; P - 8 min: 
·.J-.me a. 1935 •••••••••••••• 0.159 25· Man:h 25; 1935 ........... 0.11 8 
Jw·21, 11186 ............. 1.51 65 July '¥7, 1935 ............. 0.35 10 
'Jllb' 6, 19811 ...... -......... 0.80, 30 Aupat 17, 1935 ........... 0,63 8 
May 12, lta&.-............ 1.94 60 Au,uat 23, 1935 ........... 1.41 40 

Stram No.· 2; P • 60 min: 
Oatoba- 28, 1935 .......... 1.10 12 

. June·a.·19311 .••••• .-....... o:1a 26 
0

Btt.ln No.·5; P • 20 min:· 
~Jt..=; •.• .......... us .56 April 2, 1936 ............. 0.20 8 

0.67 26 Aj,ril3, 1936 ............. 0.73 15 ........ :::::;:::'.: j)-72 311 "July 29, 1936 ............. 0.67 8 
AuguR f, 1935 ............ 0.28 14 

... _lQ Illini 
0.36 8 Btreaia No. 6; P • 10 lllin: ............ 

--o.n 7. July 13, 1936 ............. 0,25 10 
0.7 . 8 · July 29, 1936 ............. o.67 10 
D3 12 - Auam 3, 11136 ............ 11.28 14 
0,2Q Ul Aqim 11, 1'35· .. ; ..... ; . 0.50 12 

'• •. ,~j.'', -
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TABLE 3.-(Continued) 

Total Duration Total Duration 
Date of storm* rainfall, of rain- Date of storm* re.¥all, of rain-

in fall, in Ill fall, in 
inches minutes inches minutes 

(1) (2) (3) (1) (2) (3) 

(c) Co~A W ATEB-8B:mD 

Stream No. 1; P -45 min: Stream No. 7; P • 60 min: 
August 22, 1935 ........... 1.43 30 May 11, 1936 ............. 1.51 60 
August 23, 1935 ........... 0.33 35 June 10; 1936 .......... , .. 0.79 30 
July 12, 1936 .............. 1.74 40 June 12, 1936 ............. 0.92 22 
July 17, 1936 .............. 0.68 20 July 22, 1936 ............. 1.18 65 
Auguat 19, 1936 ........... 0.97 20 

Stream No. 8; P = 70 min: 
Stream No. 2; P -60 min: May 11, 1935 ............. 1.36 120 

July 12, 1936 .............. 1.94 40 July 25, 1935 ............. 1.15 115 
August 19, 1936 ......... · .. 1.02 20 July 26, 1935 ............. 1.37 35 
August 24, 1936 . .......... 0.99 20 ·August 22, 1935 ........... 1.49 30· 

Stream.No. 4; P • 25 min: Stream No. 9; P ~ 75 min: 
August 11, 19M ........... 1.40 '50'" April 24, 1935 ............ 0.99 42 
May 11, 1935 ....•........ 1.38 July 12, 1936 ............. 1.53 35 
August 19, 1936 ........... 0.72 20 August 19_, 1936 ..•........ 0.51 25 
August 24, 1936 ........... 1.91 20 August 24, 1936 ........... 1.83 20 

August 28, 1936 ........... 2.72 75 
Stream No. 5; P = 15 min: 

July 12, 1936 .............. 1.69 35 Stream No. 10; P =- 60 min: 
July 13, 1936.; ............ 0.35 16 June 4, 1936 ............... 1.13 15 
Auguat 19, 1936 ........... 1.09 25 June 12, 1936 ............. l.06 22 
Auguat 24, 1936 .. , ........ 1.60 42 August 24, 1936 ... , ....... 1.17 20 

Stream No. 6; P· - 30 min: 
August 11, 1934 ............ i:oo .. u ••••••••t•••4•••••••••••••• . ....... 
July 12, 1936 .... ; .... ,. .. . ........... ··············· 
August 19, 1936 ........... 1:02 25 ··························· . ....... 
August 24, 1936 ........... 1.46 f2 .. ························· ........ 

• P • Period of rise. 

instance, the period of rise for Stream 9, Coweeta (see Fig, 3), is 75 min. 
Four of the distribution graphs were produced by rains Ia.sting only from ·20 
to 42 min. These graphs fall very well in line with the one produced by a 
much heavier rain which fell during the entire 75 min.. On Coweeta 7, rains 
lasting 30 and 22 min, respectively, produced distribution graphs which coincide 
witq those produced by rains of 60- and 65-m.in duration. In contrast to these 
shorter rain8, about ten of the rains used were of 11, longer duration than the 
period of ~, although, in most c~, the major portion of the rain fell within 
this. period. Howeyer, even in \he case of the rain of August 23, 1935, on 
Copper Basin 4 (which lasted five times as long as the period of rise) a definite 
peak· occurred at the same time as those of the other distribution graphs. 
Thia eviden~ may .be summarued as follows: 

~: {l)'Aby ~ occurring in a ~e equal to or less than the period of rise 
· · will pl'9(l~ a u,nit hydrograph; _ _ · 

; :(2r·4·rafu"that ·Jasts ·~m:ewhat longer than the period of rise but with 
·.1~~Jifebsjty •itaQ -~- 'ces a. unit h dro 'h · and 
-~-~;c_;_·,,.cc ...... ,,. .. _u . . y grap ' . ' 

· · · ': ,-~)t«\n_.ey~for'the period of rise to be unaffected even if the 
' ·.-~:~,?!:'.~-- . . ·.. . . . . . 

·· · ·:·· 'J~ to. trace·the eeqµence of events .that 
~.,l'\Ul-off;· This.process is believed to be as !(?~~:~~_:· ~·~- -~'.~. ·:' . ~ ·.·. . , ' ' . . 
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follows: The first rainfall that occurs at a rate in excess of the infiltration 
capacity produces surface storage. As rainfall continues the surface water 
begins to move down the slopes in thin films and tiny streams. · Surface tension 
and friction play an important part at this stage. As these minute rivulets 
increase in. volume, their velocity becomes greater; but their path is tortuous 
and every small obstruction causes a delay until sufficient head is built up to 
overcome it. Upon its release, the stream is suddenly speeded on its way 
again. Each time that two or more of these little streams combine, the water 
is further accelerated in its down-hill path. It is the culmination of all these 
small contributions into a final combined accretion to the main stream which 
produces the ultimate hydrograph. It appears, therefore, that the period of 
rise has no particular relation to the time required for water to. reach the 
gaging station from the most remote part of the water-shed, since the peak is 
merely the result of the simultaneous release of the accumulated rainfall from 
the major portion of the water-shed. The rain that falls near the end of the 
period begins its overland flow much more readily than that falling earlier, 
since it falis at a time when all the surface depressions have been filled and 
into water which is flowing with a relatively high velocity. An increase in the 
intensity of the rainfall over the minimum required to produce surface run-off 
increases the total surface run-off but does not materially change the time 
required to complete the foregoing process. 

APPLIOATIONS OF THE DISTRIBUTION GRAPH 

It has been shown that unit hydrographs exist in, and may be isolated 
from, the discharge records of small streams. A study of the natural phe
nomena involved in the formation of a unit hydrograph has thrown light on 
some phases of the process of surface run-off. In the following studies, the 
distribution graphs are utilized to test the value of the unit hydrograph 
principle in .surface run-off analysis. 

· Correlation of the Distribution Graph with Water-Shed Characteristics.-The 
variety of types and sizes of water-sheds upon which the investigation is based 
offers an opportunity to ·relate the characteristics of the distribution graphs 
with those of.the water-sheds .. The writer is aware that the exact dimensions 
of the distribution graphs are partly a matter of personal judgment, especially 
the :widths of bases and the peak percenta~s. A change in the method of 
separating base flow from storm flow might change, considerably, the total 
length of base of the distribution graphs, although it would not materially 
affect .their general shape. Furthermore, in some of the streams, the records 
~y n<>t ha\fe ~n long enough to produce a true unit hydrograph; howeve~, as 
demonstrated later .by the construction· of pluviagraphs, the evidence is in 
fav..OJ'. of their iideqtiacy. In view of the foregoing consideration, the correla-

. tiOJI& ~ere made to .. ~elude• as much. information as possible. None of. .the 
· . ';~ ~~)•~verage ~urves.''. The only averages used were the com

. · · ~ . '. ution lV"Phll-for each stream. 
· .. -~, .. ·· .· ~e>f-~diacharge, the twenty-two composite distribution 

,, r.:-i,i'a· 2~s:iofu basis.. The peaks were then plotted in order 
ia-'tlim in-~. 5. 
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That the peak percentage varies according to the area. of the water-shed 
is quite obvious. However, it is the manner in which the variation occurs 
that is especially intereiiting. For instance, if the forested water-sheds of the 
Bent Creek, Coweeta, and Copper Ba.sin areas are considered separately, the 
agreement between peak percentage and area. becomes consistent. That is, 
from left to right on the graph the areas are constantly increasing. This may 
be noted by a careful study of Fig. 5; but it is more clearly indicated in Fig. 6, 
in which only the Coweeta streains are plotted. The grea.teiit peaks for a given 
area are found at Bent Creek~the smallest at Copper Basin and Coweeta. 
It is significant that the denuded and grassed areas have peaks much higher 
than would be indicated by the general trend of the forested areas. 

It is interesting to consider, specifically; some of the individual variations 
from the general trend. For instance, Bent Creek 8 is considerably out of its 
place, considering merely area· and peak. It has the largest area of any of 
the unforested water-sheds, but has the second highest peak. It is possible 
that this is due to the fa.ct that this water-shed has nearly a semi-circular 
shape, with its outlet at the center of the circle, thus permitting all sectors of 
the water-shed to contribute their run-off simultaneously with practically no 
delay due to channel storage. 

· Wa.ter.:shed 4 on Bent Creek has approximately the position in the graph 
that one would expect, being a.bout 50% forested and 50% cultivated farmland, 
abandoned farmland, and cut-ovl!r land. 

The peak percentage of Stream No. 2, Bent Creek, is considerably above 
the trend of the other forested water-sheds. Two~thirds of the standing trees 
were cut from this water-shed in 1930 and 1931, and skidding operations at -
that time were exceptionally heavy. Furthermore, drainage from approxi
mately 100 · yd of roadway discharged into the water-shed~ Although the 
quantity of water entering from this sour.ce was not great, it entered in the 
form of a small stream and followed a fairly narrow and well-defined course to 
the _main stream, discharging into it at a point about 100 ft from the weir. 

. This latter difficulty • was eliminated · in subsequent records to determine 
whether the high peak was due to the scarcity of vegetative cover or to the 
unnatural drainage. · 

Fig. 7 was prepared to show the variation in the duration of run-off for a 
unit storm, as ~dicated by· the lengths of bases of the distrib11tion graphs. 
The -baseit are plotted· using the area, in acres, e.s the zero ordinate for each 
graph. The types of .water-shed!! are indicated by the legend. As is to be 
:expected, the length increases with the area.. The sharp difference between 
the 'forested and unforested areas is apparent. 

Although t~e individual variatiou from the general trend (with possible 
causes as stated. pre~~y) are interesting and perhaps ·significant, the im-

-. _ .Po.~t feature is ~t;~ apl)e!lrs to be _a -general relationship between the 
.. ~:; -:::F:Tf,,. _ .~~ of -the- -~tion graph. and the- a,rea, and _a logical reason for 
;J:j('i({j',,';)llV' ~'t?.~;=:i=t:"._'t,.;'.!:'.: ::: 

£:fi•~~i{Jt,·~,, ..... ,_,C -• ;":_•, 
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Instead of using a uniform interval of 2.5 min as a percentage basis in the 
foregoing analysis,· it would have been possible, and might at first appear 
logical, to base the percentage upon a· constant portion, say 10%, of the base 
of the distribution graphs. The effect of selecting the proper length of base 
lines becomes much more pronounced when this method is used. For instance, 
the peak percentages based on 2.5-min intervals are 4.0% for Base Line a and 
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4.4% for Base Line b, Fig. 2(a). Based on an interval equal to 10% of the 
le~h of bases, the peak percentages are, respectively, 43.6% and 31.9 per cent. 
The difference in the first case is 10% and in the latter case about 35% showing 
that personal judgment in selecting the base line would play a much more 
important part if the latter method were adopted. 

For this reason, and because the peak percentage based on a definite time . 
interval may be translated into rate of surface run-off and. therefore has a real 
practical value, the COJnparisons were all based on such intervals. 

Application ofthe PZ~aph.-The pluviagraph is a hydrograph of 100% 
surface run-off .prepared by distributing a rain·or a series of rains according to 
'thi! _ordinates of-the di$tnoution graphs. It js assumed that each unit storm 
-~llCt!B··a unit. hydfugraph,. although other subsequent . or succeeding rains 
~y ~uee overlappih3:cr!phs., Then,· since a distribution graph shows the 

- .:· :. -~~~~~ rtin-1:>ft' contribution of a unit hydrograph, each 
·, ~ • · ' , •·. • • liq eaeh time interval, after the beginJling ofrainfall, 

~~(~ye per~nJ,ages ofthe distnoution graph. 
· 7~~/~~~:·~tet~than the infil~tio~ ciafl&city 

.·· - ~~ • ®efficient. mUBt be . applied to the 
. , .• ,. ,_"·'~~~ hyd:rograph of sin:face run-off . 

. :~"' !(:._.-. .;.;._-"'-;~~~~~ .~_-'. :~>-- ... . · ... -
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The preparation of pluviagraphs has been adequately described elsewhere. 6 

The selection of the time interval into which the distribution graphs are divided 
must be made arbitrarily. Lengthening the interval shortens the labor 
involved in computing the pluviagraph. The length is limited, however, to 
such a unit of time as will give a smooth and correct curve. For example, 
it was found that a 30-min interval was too long to be applied to Stream No. 2, 
Copper Basin, with a water-shed area of 89 acres, whereas a 15-min interval 
produced satisfactory results; 15-min intervals were also used for Stream No. 7, 
Coweeta, which has a water-shed area of 145 acres. In the case of Stream 
No. 3, Bent Creek, which drains an area of 10.8 acres, 5-min intervals were used. 

The division of the continuous precipitation into individual rains or unit 
storms requires considerable care and usually some experimentation. In 
general, the rain was divided according to changes in intensity. However, 
if any rate of rainfall continued for too great a time, it was found necessary to 
break it up arbitrarily into parts, especially if the rain was of low intensity. 
In the case of Copper Basin 2, and Coweeta 7, a half-hour was found to be an 
adequate unit of time into which to break these rains. However, on Stream 
No. 3, Bent Creek, much of the rain was broken down into 5-min intervals. 
It was found that the procedure became clarified after several trials on each 
stream. The rainfall records must be of such a type that the rain can be 
broken down, easily and accurately, into less than 5-min periods in order to 
apply this method successfully to very small water-sheds. 

Fig. 8 shows two pluviagraphs prepared for Stream No. 7, Coweeta, from 
_ which it may be seen that the actual hydrograph is"quite faithfully reproduced. 
These pluviagraphs would seem to be conclusive evidence that the unit hydro

. graph principle may be applied to small water-sheds. 
Run-Off Coefficients and Infiltration Capacity.-In every case where a 

pluviagraph was prepared for a relatively intense series of rains, during which 
surface run-off was continuous, it was found that the percentage of the rainfall 
_ · harged as surface run-off became progressively greater during the course 
' - the rain. This may be observed in Fig. 8. The values plotted are the 

:viagraph data reduced by some constant percentage. The percentage 
osen for each graph was such as to bring the pluviagraph into the region of · 
e actual hydrograph. The percentage value used is always too great at the 

eginil.ing; it becomes correct sometime during the course of the storm; and 
_ '~ value is too small near the end of the storm. It is indicated, therefore, 
hat the infiltration capacity decreased during the course of the rain. Graphs 
uch as these suggest that the pluviagraph provides a means of tracing the 

< -- titii.tive changes in infiltration capacity, or run-off coefficient, during 
•- nous rainfall, thus permitting a correlation of these quantities with .. 

-- 'ehariwieristics. 
- ' :~: tjo_ns a;ttempted in the following pages are based on quantity 

·"- no not specifically take rainfall intensity into account. Although 
•,'' ·_ 'Jhat.futensity of rainfall has an important bearing on the 

L~fieeajnes ~urface run-off, the intense rains are usually large 
,, __ -.. Ii_-.- - . ,.-" • .,_ .-, - , 

~~~;-if' the nm-01;£ coefficient or the infiltration capacity is 
' .. ,~~~1/T •:•. ~ ':', • • 
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correlated with quantity of rainfall, the intensity will be taken into account 
somewhat. There are several reasons for leaving intensityl'out of the picture." 
In the first place, the determination of mean rainfall intensity for a. given 
series of rains often leads to a distorted result, dependent upon how much of 
the rain is taken into account. Furthermore, it is difficult to include antecedent 
rainfalUn a correlation involving intensity rather than quantity of rainfall. 

In order to determine, quantitatively, the variations in percentage run-off, 
the percentage which.brought the pluviagraph into practical coincidence with 
the actual hydrograph was determined for each significant peak during the 
course of surface run-off. This was then related to the· quantity of rainfall, 
which, according to the pluviagraph, had had an opportunity to be converted 
to run-off at the time when that coefficient was applicable. In Fig. 9, each 
group of connected· points represents such a series of consecutive rains during 
which surface run-off was continuous. 

5 ..---..----..----..----..----..----..-----,3..-5----,----.----,-~ 
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Fm. 9.-R.Bu.-noN BlllnnlB!I ACCUKUL6.Tm> 

Four 9f such series are plotted for Stream No. 2, Copper Basin, in Fig. 9(a), 
together with a numbe.r of points from individual rains. It will be seen that 
there is a definite relationship between. accU111tilated rainfall and percentage 
of 1:Jurface run,-off, despi~ the fJct that rain intensity and previous saturation 
~ · ~ot ._ c:o.D8'dered •. It \;Vill. be noted that points plotted for the storm of 
A~J ai,.dJJ._1936, ban highe!' percentages than.for the preceding.storm of 

., ~ f~ l ~f~•- !9~., · Un~oub~dly, the)i.rst storm bad an appreciable etiec,t 
·: 9ll"~~nd one, and, if this could be taken'into ·account, the two curve~ 

. C • • ' ~\t,Jiql,@ .. n~t,w,_:~ip~'. .. M ~e study of soil_"tnoifitw:e and. 
,_ iiriinace'~ff is' .'advimeed. tl.us . . . become . .ble but for 

·.· c1.n;;."'lli~'Uo .,1mo~·t1i~ ~n- ni:ihlnwhicr: ~fficient~ 
-:~.1.tffi:-~t"t;u..--l'l~-.?);f,;~ ~;!'0-;,,-,;:·: - -:·' ~-::< . . ' . 

-,r• ;;~ - ':' ': ,, - i : , lo~. s~: Ne/ t; Coweeta. It will be .seen 

,::.dfttetelit'"in 'this 'CtLse. The effect of previous 
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-saturation noted for the two April storms may be seen again for the same storms 
on this stream. 

Three sets of coefficients in series, and a number of single ones, are plotted 
for Bent Creek 3, in Fig. 9{c). The series of storms occurring on January 7, 
1935, is a good example of the rising percentage of surface run-off. At the 
time Rain No. 1 occurred, 1.72 in. of rainfall had fallen. Since surface run-off 
was intermittent to this point, the previous rainfall was not considered in 
plotting the points. The intensity of rainfall was relatively low throughout 
this rain. The fact that these points lie in a lower percentage range than the 
main trend would indicate that intensities of rainfall have an. important effect 
in water-sheds of this nature. More evidence of this is found in the series of 
rains occurring on April 6, 1936. Rain No. 3 of this series was a much less 
intense shower than Nos. 1 and 2. It may be seen from the graphs that the 
percentage of surface run-off has dropped back for this rain. 

Connected Points Represent 
a Series of Rains During 
Whldi Surface Run-off 

Was Continuous 

15 20. 25 30,0 
lion a$ Surlace Run-aft 

llAnn-ALL AND l'mlamrrA.ID Rmr-On 
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10 15 

-
X 

X 

20 25 35 

Thus far, no mention has been made of the length of time in which a build
up in the coefficient is sustained after the end of surface run~off. In this 
connection it is interesting to consider Rain No. 4of the series just mentioned. 
fo Fig. 9(c)1 Point 4b is plotted according to accumulated rainfall, whereas 
Point 4a is' plotted• according to the rainfall that produced its run-off. A 
V~llQ l}1ng .between these two would fall in line with the general trend. A 
break in thi continuity of surface run-off of .1 hr occurred between this rain 
~-•f~fn:~o.'a~:'.:~t.hollgh Rain No. 4 was nearly equal in amount and 
.. ~ · ·· • '>.~ ,,~~,~~!l~. ,a; ,t,hi; :percentage of surface run-off is much smaller. 

• • • " 

0 

'• " ·.~t for some of this difference, but the following 
~ "T..:.B·.J:;,.~- ;1,_-:.~'i .•. ~ . - . · · - . 

· ., . ~ itaeffect1eouldnot have been great: (1) The slope 
; c .,: .. ~4hu :advanced to such a stage on this water-shed :\ ·.-~,--·oJ puddles on the ground must be very slight; 
~ :-~~ ~tin'vening between the rains, the relative humidity 

.,.J._ ·"' --,-, ,.- . 
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remained at nearly 100%, so that practically no evaporation occurreu. There
fore, the quantity of rainfall previously intercepted and held by the vegetation 
had not been depleted, and detention from this source may be practically 
eliminated. The conclusion may be drawn, then, that the infiltration capacity 
increased considerably in the space of 1 hr despite the 1.60 in. of rainfall 
immediately preceding. · 

Another illustration is furnished by the rains of September 5, 1936. · Surface 
run-off resulting from these rains was interrupted for periods varying from a 
half to l.5·hr between all of the rains except Nos. 4 and 5. For illustration, 
Point 6b was plotted according to accumulated rainfall whereas Point 6a was 
plotted according to the actual rainfall., Since Point 6a falls into line with 
the other points, it appears that the effect upon infiltration capacity of the 
previous 1.10 in. of rainfall is completely gone in 1.5 hr. 

Five heavy rains occurring in the period from April 2 to April 9, 1936, on 
Coweeta 7 are plotted individually in Fig. 9(b). Breaks in the occurrence of 
surface run-off between the successive storms were 29, 28, 32, and 13 hr in 
duration, respectively. The amount of each rain is shown by the graph. It 
may be seen that the points plotted individually fall quite well in line with 
the general trend, which indicates that these rather heavy rains had little or 
no effect on the surface run-off coefficient of those following. 

The points plotted for each stream in Figs. 9(a), 9(b), and 9(c) are all com
bined in Fig. 9(d). The definitely distinct trends of the points for the three 
strea1I1B are evident, despite the limitations in allowing for intensity of rainfall 
and previous saturation. If such a series were prepared for a sufficient number 
of strea1I1B, covering a .wide enough range in area, cover, type, slope, etc., the 
resulting information would be of value to the practicing engineer, as well as 
being an important step in the accumulation of a basic knowledge of surface 
run".'<>fl' phenomena. It would give the engineer definite limits between which 
the coefficient could be expected to vary for a given type. of water-shed. If 
he were _then able to choose a representative distribution graph, he could· 
predict, far more accurately than he could by the. use of any empirical formula, 
the run-off to be expected from a given quantity of rainfall. 

It will be noted that no attempt was made to separate winter and summer 
rains m the f' oregoing correlations. A similar study on northern streams would 

··undoubtedly require s.lich a separation. . Furthermore, although the indications 
are that t.he effect of previous saturation on infiltration capacity is negligible 
on these water-sheds~· it. is likely ·to.at. in .. other locations this .effect may be 

. ~~;Xr~~ri~ of ~v~tigatio~ ·to. determine run-off co~fficients 
~!~ ~t ~~~~1~ e&D,!)~t. ~ ~ver~,ted. It is extremely .desirable 
t~ da~'-'coll'~ from· different sections ot the United States be gathered 

.. •;· - . i~?3f:,,~(~;11f'soil strqcture, topography, vegetative 
~~ .. !"ai:la'',o~ :water;shed and rainfall factors on the surface '' :~.;~~:~•t< ' , ' ' , 

_--.~~i{i1.i~~~B1.~~~}'1 ... · -

j ;~-'-t-~:rtt.<.'·-~·-,u;,).'. ·: 
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THE USE OF THE UNIT HYDROGRAPH IN ESTIMATING FLOOD FLOWS 

The design of so many structures depends upon a knowledge of the maxi
mum· rate of run-off to be expected from a water-shed that any method that 
will give a. more dependable determination of this quantity must be of in
estimable value to the engineering profession. The unit hydrograph method 
possesses several advantages over other methods usually employed for this 
purpose. First, this method permits the engineer to estimate not merely the 
peak discharge, but the entire hydrograph Qf run-off. Second, the peak may 
be determined for any desired time interval. It thus provides a flexibility 
that is not provided by any empirical formula. Third, the quantities involved 
in computation by this method have physical conceptions which are familiar 
to the engineer. No empirical formulas with vaguely defined constants are 
involved; the physical characteristics of the water'.llhed have a straight-forward 
bearing on the computations. Finally, the method lends itself easily to the 
experimental determination of the quantities involved-namely, percentage of 
rainfall appearing as surface run-off and the shape of the distribution graph. 

·An outlin,e of the procedure that can be followed in estimating the flood 
flow from a water-shed for which no records are available follows: 

(1) A complete knowledge of the physical properties of the water-shed 
must be secured. Specifically, the size, shape, topography, soil type, and 
nature of the vegetative cover must be determined. In areas where the 
underlying geologic structure may vary radically from place to place, it is 
importa~t to determine the depth and orientation of impervious strata. 

(2) Collect all the available stream-flow, rainfall, and water-shed data from 
similar drainage basins, preferably from the same region. ' 

(a) Study the physical characteristics of these water-sheds in relation 
to the shapes of their distribution graphs. Correlations in the nature of 
those illustrated in Figs. 5,. 6, and 7 would reveal the desired information'. 

· Determine the position of the water-shed in question with respect to those 
used in the correlation as defiaed by the physical properties of the water
shed; -· Th~ shape of its distribution graph is thus· also defined within 

, reasonable limits. ' 
{b) Determine the range of variation of run-off coefficients. The 

accumul&tioa of all the available data in graphical form as illustrated in 
Fig. 9'(d) .\Vould show the variations of this coefficient with rainfall and 
wow.d0permit thnelection of a maximum value. 

J3). ~e the maximum storm that has occurred in the region which 
iajgµt }~nal>Jf be. ,expected to occur on. the water-shed being studied. 

· .. 'l'~~~~:.J!~D. the water-shed and compute the volume of water 
a · lied'to,tlie ~-.hed. - · . ~P., ,, .. ,_ .. "·, _, ._ .... . . ~.,.,f~ volu111e· that will appear as surface run-off may be 

y:Jf'"" • '.~~coeffun~nt determined in Item (2b). The hydro-
• ., ••• a !D&Y llO~·be~eonstructed by apportioning this quantity 

.,"'~l1('it,.'i d:idrihution graph selected in item (2a) . . 
"'j:·~~t.r-· '? i~;;~ .t<· · · · 
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Where flood estimates are to be made on a water-shed for which some 
records are available, the results may be obtained in a similar manner except 
that the records on the water-shed itself would be utilized to the fullest extent 
in the foregoing procedure. 

It is evident that the determination of the maximum flood becomes more. 
dependable as the number of available stream-flow and rainfall records in
creases. A great mass of such data has been collected in the United States, 
but its usefulness is limited until it is brought together and analyzed in a 
systematic inanner. Furthermore, for very small water:-sheds, average daily 
discharge records of a stream are of little value for any type of stream-flow 
analysis. It is necessary_ that records on such streams (and likewise the 
rainfall records) be continuous, and that they be available as such to permit 
their utilization in the advancement of the knowledge of stream behavior. 

SUMMARY 

The preparation of unit hydrographs and distribution graphs for twenty
two small streams and a study of their relation to the corresponding rainfall 
and water-shed characteristics have served . to reveal some of the natural 
phenomena involved in the process of surface run-off as well as to point out 
the usefulness of the unit hydrograph principle in flood-flow prediction. The 
results are summ·arized as follows: 

(1) · Unit hydrographs are produced on small streams and may be readily 
selected from !)Ontinuous run-off records; . 

(2) The ground-wa,ter contribution may be separated from the surface 
run-off with considerable assurance in the case of hydrographs resulting from 
isolated rains; 

(3) The unit hydrograph is an important aid in the separation of ground
water contribution from surface run-off in the case of a complex hydrograph 
produced by _a 11eries of rains; 

(4) · by rain that is sufficiently intense to produce surface run-off will 
-produce a, unit. hydrograph if its duration is equal· to, or less than, the period 
·of~; 

(5) The period of rise is a function of the water-shed characteristics and is 
the tmi~ ,:eq~ Ior tb,e major P.)rtion of the water-shed to release its accumu-
la:..A~;.--,-~-;,- I--~. --· .. 

. '~~ ~, .. 
-_ (6) ~There: is a definite. cotrelation between the shape of the distribution 
~;~ the. w~r-shed characteriiitics;· - · - · 

' i;_ : ''.:,;(,)~ ~ieprt)dttcrtibti oflmoWn flood hydrographs by the use of the pluvia.; 
~'~d~_a-rii#~, of de~ the variation of run:.Off coefficient or . _ , , · > ~~~tj' oil ~·water.:shed throughout the period of surfooe run-off; 

<";~•-=--~\;:~~~~::~~:li{i1~~~~-·<_:;~_:_-~li,/.-._ ... ;~~--i: -~ -,.: __ , 1-: . ,_-. ... . ·· 

·--' · · ~lilµf,~~~~e p~~vi~ea.a func:l&l!lentally sound-method 

>f•·" )~}),\,\ ".: t- i '· - :- . · . _ . _ 
. :~~~~T!.r~~~h:f•J!~:;~pt11":n:!~ld a~: 
?f,"'i~•J--?/:~· ~ .,-. 
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to provide a background of experimental data upon which to base its application 
in flood-flow prediction. The studies which it is believed would be most 
fruitful are: 

(a) An intensive examination of the variations ins.ream levels and adjacent 
water-table levels during the course of surface run-off to provide a dependable 
basis for separating ground-water flow from surface run-off. An exhaustive 
study on only a few water-sheds would provide data upon which to base the 
separation in other cases. 

(b) A study to determine whether a composite or average depletion curve 
may be used to estimate a hydrograph of run-off during intervals between rains. 

(c) An investig11,tion to determine the in:6.uence of rainfall and water-shed 
characteristics upon surface run-off coefficients. (Such a study should attempt 
to isolate and show the effect of various factors such as size, shape, and slope 
of the water-shed, vegetative cover, cultivation, air temperature, duration and 
intensity of rainfall, antecedent rainfall, etc. The results would provide a 
basis for estimating the coefficients in cases where no discharge or rainfall 
records are available, and would indicate how changes on the surface of the 
water-shed would influence run-off.) . 

(d) The preparation and systematic analysis of distribution graphs from a 
farge number of streams showing variations in the shapes of the graphs with 
relation to water-shed characteristics. The knowledge provided by such an 
investigation in conjunction with a known surface run-off coefficient would 
permit the co:p.struction of flood hydrographs on streams where no discharge 
records are available. 
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